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Brother A3 Glossy Paper

Brand : Brother Product code: BP71GA3

Product name : A3 Glossy Paper

A3 Glossy Paper

Brother A3 Glossy Paper:

20 sheets, 260g/m2.
Brother paper is designed to work perfectly with our printers, giving you excellent results and value for
money.
Brother A3 Glossy Paper. Finish type: Gloss, Media weight: 260 g/m², Paper size: A3. Width: 297 mm,
Height: 420 mm

Features

Paper size A3
Product colour Blue, Red
Finish type * Gloss
Media weight * 260 g/m²
Sheets per pack 20 sheets
Printing media thickness 265 µm

Features

Compatible products

Brother DCPJ4120DW,
MFCJ4410DW, MFCJ4510DW,
MFCJ470DW, MFCJ4420DW,
MFCJ4620DW, MFCJ5320DW,
MFCJ5620DW, MFCJ5720DW,
MFC5890CN, MFC5895CW,
MFCJ5910DW, DCP6690CW,
MFC6490CW, MFCJ6510DW,
MFCJ6520DW, MFCJ6710DW,
MFCJ6720DW, MFC6890CDW,
MFCJ6910DW, MFCJ6920DW,
MFCJ4410DW, MFCJ4510DW

Weight & dimensions

Width 297 mm
Height 420 mm

Technical details

Harmonized System (HS) code 37032000
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